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I 

STATEMENT OF THE FACTS 

1. On 30 January 1995, Televative Inc. hereinafter Claimant, a private company, was 

incorporated in the United Federation of Opulentia, hereinafter Opulentia. It is an enterprise 

that specializes in satellite communications technology.  

2. On 20 March 1996, the Republic of Beristan, hereinafter Respondent, and Opulentia, signed 

the “Encouragement and Reciprocal Protection of Investment Treaty”, hereinafter BIT. The 

BIT entered into force 1 January 1997.1 

3. On March 2007, the Respondent established a state-owned company, Beritech S.A., 

hereinafter Beritech. The state holds a 75% of the shares and the remaining 25% is owned by 

a wealthy group of Beristian investors. 

4. On 18 October 2007, Claimant and Beritech signed a Joint Venture Agreement, hereinafter 

the JVA, to establish Sat-Connect S.A., hereinafter Sat-Connect. The Respondent has co-

signed the JVA as guarantor of Beritech. 

5. Sat-Connect is a company that develops and deploys satellite and communications 

technology, under Beristan laws, domiciled in Beristal. Beritech is the majority shareholder 

with 60% of the shares, the remaining 40% is owned by Claimant. The Board of Directors, 

hereinafter BOD, of Sat-Connect is made up of nine directors; five are appointed by Beritech, 

including the chairman. Claimant appoints the remaining four. The technology developed and 

deployed by Sat-Connect can be used for civilian and military purposes.  

6. Claimant made a monetary investment of $ 47 million and the value of intellectual property 

rights is approximately $100 million dollars2. 

                                                             
1 Clarification 174 
2 Clarification 165 
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7. On 12 August 2009 the “Beristan Times” published a newspaper article where a government 

defense analyst indicated that Claimant had been leaking information to the government of 

Opulentia. The government of Opulentia and Claimant both denied the accusations made in 

the press article.3 

8. On 21 August 2009, Michael Smithworth, Sat-Connect’s Beritech-appointed chairman, made 

a presentation in front of the BOD in order to discuss the accusations made on the newspaper 

article. 4 

9. On 27 August 2009, without a prior notice or notification5 of the agenda, a BOD meeting was 

installed. Six of the Directors were present, five of Beritech and Alice Sharpeton, appointed 

by Claimant. Since she had not received a prior notice about the agenda she left the meeting 

before the voting process, rendering the process without the necessary quorum, and filed a 

protest. The remaining directors carried on with the voting process and invoked clause 8 of 

the JVA and decided to compel a buyout of Claimant interests in the Sat-Connect project, 

hereinafter clause 8 of the JVA or the buyout provision. 

10. On 28 August 2009, Beritech served notice on Claimant requiring them to handover their 

possessions in Sat-Connect and to remove all of its personnel in the next fourteen days. 

11. On 11 September 2009, when the fourteen days granted by Beritech were over, the Civil 

Works Force, hereinafter CWF (a section of the Beristan Army) secured the facilities of Sat-

Connect, expelled Claimant´s personnel and they were forced to leave Beristan. 

12. On 12 September 2009, Claimant submitted a written notice to Respondent regarding a 

dispute under the BIT and its desire to settle it amicably6. 

                                                             
3 Clarification 178 
4 Uncontested Facts para.9 
5 Clarification 176  
6 Clarification 173 
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13. On 19 October 2009, in order to cause a conflict of jurisdiction to the BIT Tribunal, Beritech 

filed a request for domestic arbitration under clause 17 of the JVA against Claimant, who 

refused to participate.  

14. On 28 October 2009, Claimant requested arbitration before the International Center of the 

Settlement of Investment Disputes (ICSID) against Respondent.  

15. The jurisdiction of this proceeding is established by the BIT and the ICSID Convention to 

which Opulentia and Beristan are contracting parties. 
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II- ARGUMENTS 

CLAIMANT’S POSITION ON JURISDICTION 

The ICSID Tribunal has jurisdiction over the present dispute. 

16. Opulentia and Beristan ratified the ICSID Convention according to Article 68(2) of this 

instrument7. Neither of them has currently denounced the present instrument.  

17. The issue in the present dispute is whether the ICSID tribunal has jurisdiction over treaty and 

contract claims by virtue of Article 10 of the BIT despite the provisions of clause 17 of the 

JVA, which Respondent claims is an exclusive forum selection clause. 

18. The Tribunal has jurisdiction over treaty claims since all the requirements of Article 25 of the 

ICSID Convention are met. There is also an umbrella clause foreseen in Article 10 of the 

BIT, which provides this tribunal with jurisdiction over contract claims.  

19. Article 25 of the ICSID Convention establishes three main requirements for jurisdiction: 

ratione materiae, ratione personae and ratione voluntatis. An additional requisite is ratione 

temporis. Claimant has complied with all four. 

A. The Applicable Law to the present dispute is the BIT 

20. Article 42 (1) of the ICSID Convention establishes that the tribunal will apply the law agreed 

by the parties. For the present dispute the applicable law is the BIT due to the obligations 

contracted between the States. 

21. The BIT between Beristan and Opulentia is currently enforceable and applies over the present 

dispute8, thus this dispute is to be resolver through the application of international law. 

                                                             
7 Annex 2- Uncontested Facts, 15. 
8 Clarification 174 
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22. The BIT must be considered as lex specialis because it governs the relationship between 

Respondent and Claimant. Tribunal must also apply Customary International Law, General 

Principles of International Law, and finally Domestic Law.  

23. In the case of MTD v. Chile the Tribunal held: 

“the parties have agreed to this arbitration under the BIT… this instrument being 
a treaty, the agreement to arbitrate under the BIT requires the Tribunal to apply 
international law”9 

B. The Dispute fulfills the requirement of jurisdiction Ratione Materiae: 

24. Although Article 25 of ICSID Convention establishes: “The jurisdiction of the Centre shall 

extend to any legal dispute arising directly out of an investment,[…]”10 the term “investment” 

is not defined. However, this term is defined in Article 1 of the BIT, in which a Satellite and 

Communication Project fulfills the requirements of an investment. The jurisdiction of the 

tribunal is undisputed on these grounds. 

C. Claimant has complied with the requirements of Article 11 of the BIT. 

25. The present dispute complies with ratione temporis requirements to jurisdiction. Claimant has 

fulfilled the requirements of article 11 of the BIT by serving the written notice to Respondent 

regarding the dispute and attempting to solve it amicably. 

1. Protection under the BIT 

26. Considering that the JVA was signed in 2007 and that the BIT entered into force in 1997, the 

investment is protected by the latter.  

27. According to Article 11 of the BIT, there must be an attempt to settle any investor-state 

dispute amicably. In order to do that, in this case the investor must notify in writing to the 

Host State about the existence of the dispute and wait a period of six months before filing a 

request of arbitration. Claimant complied with the requirements of this Article, since on 12 
                                                             
9 MTD v. Chile par a 187 y 204. 
10 Article 25 ICSID Convention 
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September 2007 Respondent received a written notice of the dispute under the BIT, in which 

Claimant expressed its desire to reach a settlement11. 

 a. Waiting Period  

28. This Tribunal has jurisdiction over the dispute even though Claimant failed to comply with 

the six months period. The waiting period is not a bar to jurisdiction; it is just a procedural 

requirement. In Ronald S. Lauder v. The Czech Republic, the Tribunal found that the waiting 

period was merely procedural and did not affect its jurisdiction:  

“[the]requirement of six-month waiting period of Article VI(3)(a) of the Treaty is 
not a jurisdiction provision, i.e. a limit set to the authority of the Arbitral Tribunal 
to decide the merits of the dispute, but a procedural rule.”12 

The tribunal in SGS v. Pakistan reached the same conclusion:  

“Tribunals have generally tended to treat consultation periods as directory and 
procedural rather than as mandatory and jurisdictional in nature”13.  

This means that disregarding this period it does not prevent the ICSID Tribunal from having 

jurisdiction.14  

29. In the present dispute the waiting period would have been futile. The nature of this provision 

is to create a phase in which the parties can negotiate and reach a settlement. After the 

notification presented by Claimant to Respondent on 12 September 2007, Beritech filed the 

request to local arbitration under the JVA. By itself, this action proves that Respondent had 

no intention to solve the dispute amicably.  

30. Additionally, the tribunal must not overlook the fact that Beritech requested domestic 

arbitration to cause a jurisdictional conflict to prevent Claimant from exercising its right to 

seek arbitration before an ICSID Tribunal. 

                                                             
11 Clarification 133 
12 Ronald S. Lauder v. The Czech Republic, par a187. 
13 SGS v Pakistan, para.184 
14 Schreuer, p.239 
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31. Another fact that proves the futility of the waiting period is the expulsion and evacuation of 

Claimant’s personnel by the CWF. This act has to be considered as a complete breakdown of 

the relations. 

32. Tribunals have accepted that such futility is an excuse for the non compliance of the waiting 

period. The Tribunal in the Ethyl case ruled:  

“The Tribunal has been given no reason to believe that any consultation or 
negotiation pursuant to Article 1118, which Canada confirms the six-month 
provision in Article 1120 was designed to encourage, was even possible. It is 
argued, therefore, that no purpose would be served by any further suspension of 
Claimant´s right to proceed. This rule is analogized to the international law 
requirement of exhaustion of remedies, which is disregarded when it is 
demonstrated that in fact no remedy was available and any attempt at exhaustion 
would have been futile”15.  

Professor Schreuer wrote:  

“It would seem that the decisive criterion for disregarding the waiting periods in 
the cases in which the claimants had not complied with them was the evident 
futility of any negotiations, there would be no point in requiring negotiations if 
negotiation were no likely to lead to a settlement”16 

33. It is clear that there was no possibility of reaching a settlement during the six-month waiting 

period, and Respondent’s actions, like initiating a domestic arbitration further aggravated this 

situation. In conclusion, the six-month waiting period rule cannot preclude this tribunal’s 

jurisdiction. 

D. The Dispute fulfills the requirement of Ratione Personae:  

34. The Tribunal has jurisdiction over the present dispute because it fulfills the requirements of 

Article 25(1) of the ICSID Convention, which establishes: “The jurisdiction of the Centre 

shall extend to any legal dispute […] between a Contracting State and a national of another 

                                                             
15 Ethyl Corp. v Canada. Para 84. 
16 Schreuer, p.238 
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Contracting State”. In the present case, the dispute is between Respondent and Claimant, 

national of Opulentia. 

1. The requirement of Nationality has been met: 

35. Claimant’s nationality is not a disputed issue here. Claimant is a national of 

Opulentia. Additionally, Opulentia and Beristan are both Contracting Parties of the ICSID 

Convention. .  

2. Respondent is a party to this dispute through attribution:  

36. The actions of the CWF, the declarations of the defense analyst, and the actions and 

omissions of Beritech are all attributable to Respondent. 

a. Actions directly attributable to Respondent.  

37. The CWF is a State organ. The expulsion and evacuation of Claimant’s personnel by the 

CWF is directly attributable to Respondent.17 It must be further noted that the CWF acted 

under direct orders from the Executive power. The general rule in Customary International 

Law establishes that the conduct of state organs is attributable to a State.  

“As a matter of principle, all acts of state organs are attributable to the State and 
may therefore engage the responsibility of the State”18. 

38. On the other hand, it was a government defense analyst that spread the unsubstantiated rumor 

in the “Beristan Times” that Claimant was leaking information to Opulentia19. The conduct of 

any public servant that exercises governmental authority must be attributed to Respondent. 

b. Beritech’s Actions are attributable to Respondent 

                                                             
17 See. Olleson  
18 Hobér, p.557 
19 Clarification 178 
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39. Beritech’s actions are attributable to Respondent. There are two main tests in International 

Law used to prove that conduct should be attributed to a state, these are: the structural and the 

functional test.  

i. The Structural Test 

40. The structural test consists in analyzing the organization of an entity in order to determine 

whether it is controlled or owned by a State, if this is proven the actions of such entity may ve 

attributable to that State. 

41. Respondent holds a majority of 75% of Beritech shares. Additionally, the Minister of 

Telecommunications is a member of the BOD of Beritech.20 In turn, Beritech has 60% equity 

interest in Sat-Connect, consequently having the prerogative of naming five out of the nine 

directors of the BOD, including the chairman. In conclusion, the corporate structure of 

Beritech can be used to prove that Respondent controls it. Therefore, Beritech was acting 

under the control of Respondent and its actions in Sat-Connect are attributable to Respondent. 

42. Beritech is a state owned company, according to Professor Böckstiegel, it should be defined  

“as commercial enterprise predominantly owned or controlled by the state or state 
institutions, with or without separate legal personality”21.  

In the present dispute Beritech has a private separate legal personality, but it is still owned 

and controlled by the State. Thus, Beritech’s structure fulfills all the requirements to be 

considered as a state-owned company. 

43. The ICSID Tribunal in Salini v Kingdom of Morocco22 applied the structural test and found 

that the actions of ADM (state-owned company), such as rejecting claims for additional 

payment were attributable to Morocco the majority of the shares were publicly owned. From 

a structural point of view, the Tribunal noted that ADM was a separate legal entity (limited 

liability company) in which the Treasury and other public entities in Morocco held 89% of 
                                                             
20 Clarification 135 
21 Malumfashi, p.31 
22 Salini v Kingdom of  Morocco 
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the shares. As a result of its majority stake in ADM, the state also held a majority of the seats 

of the Board of Directors. Pursuant to the Articles of Association of ADM, the Board of 

Directors had far-reaching powers to control and direct the activities of ADM. Moreover, the 

Minister of Infrastructure seems to have been the ex officio Chairman of the Board of 

Directors.  

44. These elements led the Tribunal to conclude that from a structural point of view ADM was 

indeed a state entity.23  

45. The facts of the present dispute are similar to the facts in Salini v. Moroccom, and even 

though there is no stare decisis rule in international law, this Tribunal should find that 

Beritech’s conduct is attributable to Respondent. 

ii. Functional Test 

46. The functional test is used to prove attribution when a company or entity exercises elements 

of governmental authority in pursuance of a public interest. We will now prove that Beritech 

exercises elements of governmental authority and satisfies public needs and interests unlike 

any private company. 

47. First, the development of satellite technology is a highly regulated market of strategic 

importance for the public sector. That is precisely why Claimant needed the JVA with 

Beritech in order to enter into that market. Simply put, Claimant needed to have some sort of 

connection with Respondent to carry on with the investment. 

48. The Salini Tribunal came to the conclusion that the activity that because ADM’s objective 

and purpose was the construction, maintenance and operation of the highways and 

communication routes of a large dimension constituted a public interest, that it was under the 

direction and control of the State, and thus, its actions were attributable to said state. 

                                                             
23 Hobér, p.17 
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49. Second, the presence of an exorbitant clause, in this case the buyout provision, is a typical 

element of administrative contracts. Normally, contracts between private parties contain 

balanced and equivalent obligations. In private contracts there is no place for exorbitant 

clauses, which are an exclusive prerogative of the State. However, clause 8 of the JVA gives 

Beritech the power to unilaterally terminate the contract and take possession over Claimant’s 

shares if a material breach of the JVA occurs. This is a typical manifestation of the exercise 

of public authority in Administrative contracts. 

50. Finally, Beritech was able to make use of military forces to carry out its own purposes withtin 

the process of enforcement of the buyout provision. The CWF expelled Claimant’s personnel 

when the deadline for the enforcement of the buyout provision was over. 

51. In Mafezzini v Kingdom of Spain, the Tribunal found that moving money from an account in a 

private bank by SODIGA (a private company) was attributable to the State, inasmuch as it 

implied the exercise of a public authority.  

52. The use of military force is a far more evident exercise of such authority.  The State possesses 

the monopoly of the use of force, thus no private entity may employ military forces to impose 

a commercial buyout. It is no coincidence that the CWF expelled and evacuated Claimant’s 

personnel when the deadline given by Beritech had come to an end. 

53. In conclusion, according to the functional test, the acts of Beritech are attributable to 

Respondent. 

3.  Respondent is responsible for the conduct of its organs as well as for the conduct 

of Beritech. 

54. According to Article 1 of the ILC Responsibility of States for Internationally Wrongful Acts, 

hereinafter the ILC Articles, the States are responsible under International Law for their 

wrongful acts. Article 2 of this instrument provides the requirements that configure a 

wrongful act. These requirements are: that the conduct is (i) attributable to the state, and (ii) 
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that the conduct constitutes a violation of an international obligation. Both requirements are 

met in this case. 

55. Article 4 (1) of the ILC Articles states: “The conduct of any State organ shall be considered 

an act of that State”. In the present dispute, the military force received direct instructions 

from the Executive function and expelled and evacuated Claimant's personnel. The CWF and 

the Executive Power are both State organs and their conduct is directly attributable to 

Respondent, making it responsible for all the consequences of such conduct.  

56. Furthermore, Respondent is also responsible for the conduct of Beritech. On this regard, 

Article 8 of the ILC Articles affirms:  

“The conduct of a person or group of persons shall be considered an act of a State under 

international law if the person or group of persons is in fact acting on the instructions of, 

or under the direction or control of, that State in carrying out the conduct.”  

Respondent’s control over Beritech, has already been proven with the functional and 

structural tests. In consequence Beritech’s conduct generates responsibility for the State.  

E. The present dispute fulfills the requirement of jurisdiction Ratione Voluntatis. 

57. The parties to this dispute have consented to submit the present investment dispute to the 

jurisdiction of an ICSID tribunal. Article 25 of the ICSID Convention reads as follows:  

“The jurisdiction of the Centre shall extend to any legal dispute […], which the parties to 

the dispute consent in writing to submit to the Centre. When the parties have given their 

consent, no party may withdraw its consent unilaterally.”  

The tribunal has jurisdiction over the treaty and contract claims according to the parties’ 

agreement in the BIT. 
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58. Respondent consented to ICSID jurisdiction over treaty as well as contract claims when it 

signed and ratified the BIT with Opulentia. Article 11 (C) of the BIT states that all the 

disputes in a relation with the investment can be settled through ICSID arbitration24.  

59. Furthermore, the Tribunal has jurisdiction over contract claims by virtue of the Umbrella 

Clause contained in Article 10 of the BIT, which states: 

“Each Contracting Party shall constantly guarantee the observance of any obligation 

[Joint Venture Agreement] it has assumed with regard to investments in its territory by 

investors of the other Contracting Party.”  

60. On 28 October 2009, Claimant delivered its request for arbitration consenting to ICSID 

jurisdiction over the dispute under the BIT, perfecting the consent. Thus, the requirements for 

jurisdiction ratione temporis under Article 25 of the ICSID Convention have been met and 

Respondent cannot object to jurisdiction on these grounds.  

1. This tribunal has jurisdiction over both treaty and contract claims. 

61. The issue is whether the ICSID tribunal has jurisdiction over treaty and contract claims in 

view of the rules of the BIT and clause 17 of the JVA. As it will be proved further, by virtue 

of the BIT, this ICSID Tribunal has jurisdiction over both treaty and contract claims. 

a. The jurisdiction of the ICSID Tribunal must prevail because it is the only 

adjudicative body that has jurisdiction over treaty claims 

62. Respondent has breached several standards of protection of the BIT. The standards of 

protection that have been breached are Fair and Equitable Treatment (FET), Expropriation 

without proper compensation, and Unjustified or Discriminatory Measures.  

63. Respondent alleges that no international obligation has been breached because according to 

Respondent, the dispute arises only out of the contract. Respondent is mistaken; Claimant has 

                                                             
24Article 11 of the BIT 
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presented its claims under the BIT and this ICSID Tribunal is the only adjudicative body that 

could have jurisdiction over treaty claims. 

64. Art. 11 of the BIT allows the investor to seek relief from an ICSID Tribunal. Even though 

there is a Dispute Settlement clause in the JVA, the local arbitration tribunal only has 

jurisdiction over contract claims and since it cannot have jurisdiction over treaty claims, it 

could never deprive the ICSID tribunal of its jurisdiction to hear over the treaty claims.  

65. According to G. Zeiler “Contractually agreed dispute resolution clauses never deprive a BIT 

tribunal of its jurisdiction.”25 Cremades complements the argument by stating:  

“If there is a real treaty claim the forum chosen in the contract is not valid 
anymore. The tribunal in the treaty arbitration is obliged to decide and to face 
those treaty claims.”26  

66. In the present dispute, there are real treaty claims that cannot be ignored. Respondent has 

failed to accord FET, it has unlawfully expropriated Claimant’s investment, and it has taken 

unjustified measures against Claimant. 

67. Since the cause of action of the treaty claims is the BIT and thus Respondent has breached 

international obligations, the initiation of the local arbitration by Beritech cannot prevent the 

ICSID Tribunal to decide over the obligations under international law. 

68. Additionally, international tribunals cannot be prevented from solving a dispute even in the 

presence of a case with the same parties and over the same facts in a local court or tribunal if 

the dispute consists in a breach of an international treaty.   

69. This position has been supported by the Ad Hoc Committee in Vivendi27. In that case the 

investor concluded a contract that contained a domestic forum selection clause similar to 

Clause 17 of the JVA and filed a request for arbitration under ICSID rules. The ad hoc 

Tribunal came to the conclusion that the treaty tribunal had an obligation to decide upon 

                                                             
25 G. Zeiler,  p.8 
26 Cremades, B. p.43 
27 Annulment Committee Vivendi v Argentina  
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claims under the BIT even if a domestic forum selection clause existed28 the reason is simple, 

the domestic arbitration tribunal would not be able to solve over the treaty claims and the 

investor would be unable to claim relief for its rights under international law.  

70. This Tribunal must adopt the same line of thought of the Vivendi committee and declare it 

has jurisdiction over the present dispute, despite the existence of Clause 17 of the JVA. 

71. Claimant will prove that it does have real treaty claims for failure to accord FET, for being 

subject to arbitrary and unjustified measures by Respondent and because the investment was 

indirectly expropriated further below. It is not true that there are only contract claims 

presented as treaty claims. Nevertheless, this tribunal also has jurisdiction over the contract 

claims that will be submitted by Claimant. 

2. This tribunal has jurisdiction over contract claims  

72. The jurisdiction of this tribunal is not limited to the treaty claims, it also has jurisdiction over 

contract claims by virtue of the umbrella clause contained in article 10 of the BIT. 

Respondent, through Beritech, is in breach of its obligations under the JVA by wrongfully 

enforcing the Buyout provision. Moreover, the Dispute Settlement Clause in the JVA does 

not prevent ICSID tribunal from having jurisdiction on these grounds, as it will be proven 

later on.  

a. Umbrella Clause: 

73. This ICSID tribunal has jurisdiction over contract claims by virtue of the umbrella clause on 

Article 10 of the BIT that establishes:  

“Each Contracting Party shall constantly guarantee the observance of any obligation it 
has assumed with regard to investments in its territory by investors of the other 
Contracting Party.” 

74. It is important to delimit the scope of protection of the umbrella clause.  An appropriate 

definition is:  
                                                             
28 Vivendi v. Argentina. 
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“The umbrella clause is a provision in an investment protection treaty that creates an 
international law obligation between the States that are party to the treaty.”29  

The lack of clarity in the scope of the umbrella clause has led to various interpretations. The 

name of the provision was born under the metaphor that all contractual obligations were 

under the umbrella protection of an investment treaty and International Law. Consequently 

any breach to the contract became a violation of the treaty itself.   

“The scope of consent offered in a BIT may also be affected by an umbrella clause 
contained in the treaty. An umbrella clause is a provision in a treaty under which the 
State parties undertake to observe any obligations they may have entered into with 
respect to investments. In other words, contractual obligations are put under the treaty’s 
protective umbrella. It is widely accepted that under the regime of an umbrella clause 
violations of a contract between the host State and the investor are treaty violations.”30  

This interpretation assimilates a violation of the contract with the violation of the treaty. 

75. Another interpretation of an umbrella clause, not necessarily in contradiction with the 

previous interpretation is one that is based on the good faith principle under international law, 

and pacta sunt servanda, which prescribes that every obligation is meant to be fulfilled.  

76. The lack of compliance by Respondent of a contractual obligation, in the present case the 

wrongful enforcement of the buyout provision, is a violation of article 10 of the BIT because 

it constitutes an outright repudiation of contractual obligations that Respondent can carry out 

because it can exercise sovereign power.  

77. In  Eureko B.V. v. Poland31, the BIT contained an umbrella clause almost exactly as the one 

between Opulentia and Beristan. The provision stated:  

“Each Contracting Party shall observe any obligations it may have entered into with 
regard to investments of investors of the other Contracting Party.”[…]  

 

                                                             
29 Sinclair, p.34 
30 Schreuer 2005, p.11 
31 Eureko B.V. v. Poland. 
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78. In turn, Professor Schreuer considered that in that case: “The Tribunal found that Poland’s 

actions constituted a violation of the umbrella clause. The breaches by Poland of its 

obligations under the contracts were breaches of the BIT’s umbrella clause, even if they did 

not violate the BIT’s other standards.” 32  

79. In conclusion in virtue of the umbrella clause, this tribunal has jurisdiction over the claims 

that arise from the unlawful enforcement of the buyout provision. Respondent has violated 

Article 10 of the BIT by failing to honor the contractual obligations it assumed with regar to 

the investment. 

b. The ICSID tribunal has jurisdiction over contract claims even despite the 

existence of the Dispute Settlement Clause in the JVA 

80. The dispute settlement clause in the JVA does not prevent the ICSID Tribunal for having 

jurisdiction. Clause 17 of the JVA establishes that any dispute arising out of the contract will 

be submitted to a local arbitration under the rules of the Arbitration Act of Beristan 33  

81. The correct manner of interpreting Clause 17 is that the local arbitration given on the contract 

is merely another option of a forum that a State provides to the investor apart from the ones in 

the BIT. N. Blackaby reached the same conclusion:  

“A forum selection clause just provides an alternative and once the consent is perfected, 
the open offer to the treaty with a later acceptance by an investor that falls within the 
definition of investment, then there is a parallel, an option for the investor to use that 
provision over and above the contractual rights or the contractual dispute resolution 
provision.”34.  

The main reason for why this tribunal has jurisdiction in this context is that Respondent 

cannot unilaterally withdraw the offer of consent given on the BIT once it has been perfected 

via the request of arbitration. Therefore, this Tribunal has jurisdiction over the dispute since 

Claimant has accepted the offer of consent. In the present dispute two perfect consents 

                                                             
32 Schreuer 2005, p.13 
33 Clause 17 of the JVA  
34 Blackaby,  p.45 
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coexist: the one under the BIT which was perfected with the request of arbitration; and the 

other found in the contract. 

82. When Respondent, through Beritech, initiated the domestic arbitration proceedings a 

symmetrical conflict of jurisdiction came to exist because there are two tribunals that could 

have jurisdiction over the contract claims.  

“Symmetrical conflicts of jurisdiction arise when a treaty tribunal is seized of a claim 
based upon a private law obligation and a different judicial forum has jurisdiction over 
the same claim.”35 .  

There are three possibilities of solving the conflict of jurisdiction: (i) by virtue of the 

principle of good faith, (ii) by virtue of the tribunal that would have the more comprehensive 

jurisdiction, and (iii) through the rule that the more specific rule prevails over the more 

general rule, expressed through the maxim lex generalia specialibus non derogat. 

83. According to the principle of good faith, the State must respect the obligation contained in the 

BIT to provide the possibility of international ICSID arbitration, and cannot impose an 

exclusive forum selection on the investor that contravenes the options provided for in the 

treaty.  

84. It would be contrary to good faith to oblige the investor to adhere to such a clause considering 

that the State, in this kind of contract (heavily regulated market of satellite communications), 

has the control over the negotiation. In conclusion, the dispute settlement clause must be 

deemed as another option of forum for solving the dispute. This finding would uphold the 

obligations contracted with Opulentia in good faith. 

85. By signing a contract that provides for a different forum that those of the BIT, the State is 

trying to force Claimant to waive its rights under International Law. This waiver is contrary 

to International Public Order especially if the intention of the investor to waive its rights 

under international law is not expressly stated in the Dispute Settlement Clause.  

                                                             
35 See. Zachary, 2003. See Also, UNCTAD, p.33 
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86. The doctrine of venire contra factum propium (one cannot go against its own actions or 

stoppel) shall be applied in this case and the State must be prevented from going against its 

own acts signing a contract that obliges the investor to renounce previous obligations adopted 

in the BIT 

87. Additionally, granting jurisdiction to the tribunal that would have the more comprehensive 

jurisdiction may also solve the conflict of jurisdiction. In this case such a tribunal is the treaty 

tribunal because it has its jurisdiction over treaty and contract claims, whereas the domestic 

arbitration tribunal only has jurisdiction over the contract claims. This solution avoids 

contradictory awards and double recovery. This confirms the interpretation of the dispute 

settlement clause as a merely additional option for the investor. In a conflict of jurisdiction 

the more comprehensive tribunal (ICSID Tribunal) prevails. 

88.  By virtue of lex generalia specialibus non derogat principle, the conflict of jurisdiction is 

solved taking into consideration the specificity of the dispute. The controversy brought by 

Claimant before this Tribunal is more specific than the Dispute Settlement Clause in the JVA. 

Clause 17 of the JVA allows either party to submit any dispute it may have in relation with 

the contract to a local arbitration. On the other hand the consent given by the parties under the 

BIT is more specific because it only covers the specific dispute that has been brought before 

this tribunal. Analyzing SGS v Philippines36 where the tribunal reached this conclusion, 

Schreuer states:  

“BIT is merely a standing offer to investors. By accepting that offer an investor perfects a 
specific arbitration agreement. Whereas the contract clause refers to any dispute arising 
from the contract, the ICSID arbitration agreement applies only to the specific dispute. It 
follows that the ICSID arbitration agreement is the more specific one. Therefore, the 
principle lex generalia specialibus non derogat, that the Tribunal invoked, should work 
against the contractual forum selection clause and in favor of ICSID”37  

89. In conclusion, after applying these solutions for solving conflicts of jurisdiction this Tribunal 

is the more adequate forum to solve the present dispute. 

                                                             
36 SGS v Philippines 
37 Schreuer, C.PP.  6-16.  
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90. The contract is law to the parties. Respondent is signatory of the Vienna Convention on the 

Law of Treaties38; therefore, the State may not allege internal law to fail to comply with an 

international obligation. In the present case Respondent cannot argue contractual clause 17 of 

JVA that render to domestic law to disrespect the perfected consent under the BIT. 

91. As proven before, the interpretation that the forum selection clause prevails over the umbrella 

clause would be contrary to international law because it would allow Respondent to render its 

obligations under international law a nullity simply by imposing these conditions upon the 

foreign investors. 

E. Conclusions on Jurisdiction 

92. The Tribunal has jurisdiction over the treaty and contractual claims. Claimant fulfills the 

requirements under the ICSID Convention. First, ratione materiae was an undisputed subject. 

Second, the Claimant complies with ratione temporis since a written notification about the 

dispute was served to Respondent, negotiations to solve amicably were attempted, and the 

waiting period was futile. Third, the acts of the CWF as well as the acts of Beritech are 

attributable to the Respondent. Finally, this Tribunal must declare its jurisdiction over the 

present dispute inasmuch as the parties have given their consent in that sense. On the other 

hand, the umbrella clause allows the ICSID Tribunal to rule over contract claims as well. The 

Claimant will now move on to prove that Respondent has breached the substantive provisions 

of the BIT. 

                                                             
38 Annex 2 Uncontested facts paragraph 16. 
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Part Two 

CLAIMANT’S POSITION ON MERITS 

93. Claimant rights under International Law have been violated. In particular: the right to be 

accorded FET, to not be subjected to unjustified or discriminatory measures, and the right to 

not suffer from unlawful expropriation. Claimant also has claims for breach of contract. 

Therefore, Claimants request compensation.  

1. Respondent has failed to accord FET 

94. The measures and omissions by Respondent have breached FET, stated on Article 2(2) of the 

BIT that provides: “Both contracting parties shall at all times ensure treatment in 

accordance with customary international law, including fair and equitable treatment.”  

95. In order to establish the scope of FET in this case we can turn to the binding interpretation of 

NAFTA’s provision on FET is that the host State must not give a treatment below the 

minimum standard. This is not a NAFTA case, but the wording of the provision is almost 

identical.  

96. Pursuant to the wording of the treaty, this standard shall be interpreted according to 

Customary International Law. Such reference is not enlightening to a particular concept, 

instead, specifically to a case-to-case study, not forming a single monolithic standard. It has 

to be seen as an embodiment of the rule of law, with similar characteristics in all State’s legal 

framework, positive regulations. In conclusion, FET has certain institutional and procedural 

components. 

97. Even though FET is linked to customary international law, it is a flexible, evolving concept. 

This is stated in the case ADF v. United States.  

“[…]. That customary international law referred to in Article 1105(1) is not 
frozen in time and that the minimum standard of treatment does evolve… what 
customary international law projects is not a static photograph of the minimum 
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standard of treatment of aliens as it stood in 1927 when the Award in Neer case 
was rendered. For both customary international law and the minimum standard of 
treatment of aliens it incorporates, are constantly in process of development”39 

98.  This Tribunal should not disregard the fact that FET and customary international law are 

evolving standards, and it would make no sense to turn to cases such as Neer in order to 

determine the scope of FET as it stands today. 

99. The scope of protection under FET includes: Stability, Predictability and Consistency of the 

Legal Framework, Legality, Protection of Investor Confidence or Legitimate Expectations, 

Requirement of Transparency, and Requirement of Reasonableness and Proportionality. 

Nevertheless, other elements may also constitute an infringement of this provision and not all 

elements must be present in order to find that there is a breach of the standard. 

100. Respondent has breached FET for the following reasons: 

a. Respondent failed to respect the Principle of Legality: 

101. Legality is an element of protection within the scope of FET. Respondent failed to notify 

Claimant of the agenda of the meeting where the buyout provision clause was to be enforced. 

Therefore, said meeting was null because there was no quorum and Beristan Corporate Law 

was infringed. Additionally the CWF expelled and evacuated Claimant’s personnel without 

following due process. 

102. Claimant relied on Respondent’s obligation to honor and enforce the Regulatory 

Framework of its State, but this reliance was frustrated by the omission of the law that 

prescribed a 24 hour prior notice about the meeting and agenda to all of the BOD members 

and the quorum requirement in the voting process. The failure to comply with its domestic 

law amounted to a violation of legality. Due process was not respected when Respondent 

failed to notify Claimant. Furthermore, the expulsion and evacuation of Claimant’s personnel 

is illegal as well, due to the fact that no process was followed and the Respondent deprived 

                                                             
39 ADF v. United States, para.195 
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the Claimant of its right to defend itself. All of their acts were done without proof but instead 

based on rumors alone.  

103. Several awards have found a violation of FET when domestic law is breached. In 

Metalclad v. Mexico40, the Tribunal found a violation of FET through a misapplication of a 

construction law by the municipality41. In Tecmed v. Mexico42 the Tribunal stated:  

“the legal instruments that govern the actions of the investor or the investment in 
conformity with the function usually assigned to such instruments”43. 

b. Respondent failed to grant Protection of Claimant’s Legitimate Expectations 

104. The BIT protects legitimate and reasonable expectations of the parties. This is an 

obligation derived from the principle of good faith. The accepted standards of government 

conduct must be consistent with the legitimate expectations of the investors. In the present 

case the expectations derive from the JVA. This instrument is the most effective manner to 

generate investor confidence. The Tribunal in Saluka v. Czech Republic describes this 

requirement as “the dominant element of that standard”44 

105. Legitimate expectations of Claimant included the basic protection of its private property, 

the belief that it would continue to operate its investment under normal circumstances, and it 

had investment-backed expectations of a return over its capital and profit. Those expectations 

were frustrated by the enforcement of the buyout provision and the actions of the CWF. It 

was not a market or economic risk that materialized but an act carried out by Respondent, for 

which it is responsible under international law.  

106. In this case, the actions of Respondent were inconsistent with the reasonable expectations 

of the investor. It is both reasonable and legitimate for investors to expect that a government 

will act according to treaty, laws, regulations and contract provisions. 

                                                             
40 Metaclad v Mexico 
41 Metalclad v. Mexico par. 93 
42 Tecmed v Mexico 
43 Tecmed v. Mexico. Supra note 29 para 178. 
44 Saluka v. Czech Republic para 301. 
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 c. Requirement of Reasonableness and Proportionality as an element of FET 

107. Requirement of reasonableness and proportionality is another element of FET. Tribunals 

in Pope  & Talbot v. Canada, Saluka v. Czech Republic and Tecmed v. Mexico referred to this 

requirement as part of FET.  Respondent’s measures were neither reasonable nor 

proportional. The enforcement of the buyout provision was enforced based only on rumors 

that were never proven. In consequence, Claimant lost the use, control and enjoyment of an 

investment valued in more than $147 million dollars. This is neither reasonable nor 

proportional.   

d. Conclusions on FET 

108. Respondent violated FET standard. Despite the assurances of the BIT and domestic law 

that served as guarantees, Respondent failed to follow fundamental rules on which Claimant 

relied, negatively affecting its investment. This led to the adoption of unlawful actions, and 

the imposition of unjust and disproportional measures upon Claimant. The legitimate and 

investment-backed expectations were also frustrated.  

2.  Respondent has taken Unjustified measures against Claimant: 

109. The Respondent has taken measures without legitimate purposes, meaning that is has 

incurred on Unjustified measures. Protection from unjustified (arbitrary) measures is a 

separate standard of protection than FET.  

“Despite the tendency of some tribunals to amalgamate the prohibition of 
arbitrary or discriminatory measures with FET, there is a weighty argument in 
favor to treating the two standards as conceptually different.”45 

 In LG&E v. Argentina case the tribunal followed such approach:  

“characterizing the measures as not arbitrary does not mean that such measures 
are characterized as fair and equitable”46 

                                                             
45Schreuer FET,  p.7 
46 LG&E v. Argentina para 163 
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110. The BIT expressly protects the investor from arbitrary or discriminatory measures as a 

separate standard from FET. Article 2 (3) of the BIT states: “Both Contracting Parties […] 

shall in no way be subject to unjustified or discriminatory measures.” Respondent breached 

Claimant’s rights under the treaty by taking unjustified measures, such as enforcing a buyout 

provision without sufficient reason or motive, and expelling Claimant’s personnel.    

111. An act is to be considered unjustified or arbitrary when there is an imminent damage without 

serving any legitimate purpose or the reasons are different from those put forward by the 

decision maker47. In the present dispute, the purpose cannot be considered as legitimate, since 

it is evident that the real objective of the State was to gain total control over the investment, 

to make profit, and deprive Claimant of its rights under the investment. It is not true that the 

motive was to protect national security concerns from leakage of information because this 

was never proven to occur. 

112. The enforcement of the buyout provision was unjustified since a rumor rendered by the 

defense analyst is not enough proof to enforce clause 8 of the JVA.  

113. Conversely, the following act by the CWF that derived on and expulsion and evacuation of 

Claimant’s personnel is also unjustified. The reason given by the Respondent for the 

evacuation was a State of Necessity that never happened. If an actual State of Necessity 

would have occurred remedies should had been taken immediately to seek protection of the 

state’s interests. Moreover, Claimant never got to know the motivation of Respondent’s 

conduct; which is a requisite in any administrative act.  

114. Respondent has violated Article 2(3) of the BIT and has failed to comply with this standard 

by interfering and harming the investment without legitimate reasons by taking unjustified, 

when the obvious objective was to gain total control over Claimant’s property and profit.  

 

 

                                                             
47Schreuer FET, pp.8-9   
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3. Respondent’s actions and omissions amount to an Expropriation 

115. Respondent has expropriated Claimant unlawfully. Protections against expropriation are 

afforded by the BIT and International Law. Article 4 of the BIT states: “(1) The Investments 

[…] shall not be subject to any measure which might limit permanently or temporarily their 

joined rights of ownership, possession, control or enjoyment...” 

116. According to Article 1 of the BIT shares must be considered as an investment in the 

Opulentia- Beristan Treaty, an undisputed subject that has already been mentioned under 

ratione materiae in part one.  

a.  Respondent deprived Claimant from its property rights 

117. Respondent destitute Claimant from its control over its property rights. In the present dispute 

Claimant has lost the control and enjoyment of its investment due to Respondent’s measures.  

118. These series of acts resulted in an expropriation: the declaration based on rumors about a 

leak of information. These declarations caused a loss of credibility in the local market. 

Secondly, the decision and the enforcement of Clause 8 caused a detriment of economic 

control upon the investment, Claimant was restrained from   selling its shares and benefiting 

from them. Although the property rights have not been transferred, an expropriation did 

occur. This is supported by the Tribunal of Middle East Cement v Egypt that stated:  

“When measures are taken by a State the effect of which is to deprive the investor 
of the use and benefit of his investment even though he may retain nominal 
ownership of the respective right being the investment the measures are often 
referred to as a “creeping” or “indirect” expropriation…”48  

Finally, CWF expelled and evacuated Claimant´s personnel depriving it from the total 

use, physical and intellectual control and enjoyment of the investment. 

119. It is clear that Respondent has deprived Claimant from its property rights violating article 4 

of the BIT.  

                                                             
48 Middle East Cement v. Egypt. 
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b. Loss of control led to an indirect expropriation 

120. The deprivation of the property rights of the Claimant’s investment lead to an indirect 

expropriation. The BIT’s scope of protection embraces also an indirect expropriation and the 

protection of intangible property49. An indirect expropriation may be understood as “the 

substantial loss of control or economic value of a foreign investment without a physical 

taking”50 or  

“when measures short of an actual taking “result in the effective loss of 
management use or control, or a significant depreciation of the value, of the assets 
of a foreign investor”.”51  

 The Tribunal in Marvin Feldman v Mexico52 ruled that in the case of indirect 

expropriation, a case to case analysis has to be done.  

121. In the particular case it has been proven that Claimant lost the economical or physical 

control which is categorized as an expropriation. It may be concluded that once the control 

has been lost an indirect expropriation has taken place. In ITT v. Iran 53the Tribunal found 

that a deprivation of “fundamental rights of ownership, enjoyment or management of the 

business”54 amount to an expropriation. This is precisely the case in question. 

122. In the present dispute, the key moment when the Claimant was completely deprived from its 

property rights was when the CWF expelled and deported Claimant’s personnel. This 

measure is attributable to the State of Respondent.  

i. The dispute fulfills several parameters of an indirect expropriation 

123. The dispute fulfills with a substantial interference by the Respondent of Claimant´s property 

rights and carries to a disproportionate effect.   

                                                             
49 Article 4 (2) of the BIT 
50 Schreuer Exp, p.5 
51 Reinisch, p.15 
52 Marvin Feldman v Mexico 2006  
53 ITT v Iran 
54 Reinisch, p.95 
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124. A certain degree of interference by the State is necessary to qualify as an expropriation55 and 

“what is required is at least a “substantial loss of control or value”.”56  Respondent’s 

interference was sufficient to lead to an expropriation. Where attributions of ownership as use 

and enjoyment were deprived. The arbitral tribunal in Revere Copper found an expropriation 

by looking at the impact on effective control over use and operation of the investment.   

125. The intentions of the State are not important in determining if an expropriation has actually 

occurred. According to the Sole Effect Doctrine  

“the effect of a governmental action, rather than its purpose or intent, is a major 
factor, or even the sole factor, in determining whether or not a taking has 
occurred.”57  

Jurisprudence endorses this idea, for example in Tippetts, Abbett, McCarthy, Stratton v. 

TAMS-AFFA Consulting Engineers of Iran58 where the tribunal held:  

“The intent of the government is less important than the effects of the measures on 
the owner, and the form of the measures of control or interference is less important 
than the reality of their impact.”  

126. In the present dispute it is evident that t property rights were affected. Even if the choice is to 

not to grow fond of the Sole Effect Doctrine, it is clear that the truly intent of Respondent was 

to expropriate rights and gain total control of Sat-Connect.  

ii. Respondent’s measures lead to a Creeping Expropriation 

127. In the dispute Claimant’s property has been subject of a creeping expropriation.  

“Creeping expropriation takes place through a series of actions, none of which 
might qualify as an expropriation itself, but the aggregate effect of which is to 
destroy the value of the investment.”59  

                                                             
55 Ibid. pg 32 
56 Ibid pg. 32 
57 Reinisch, p.48 
58 Tippetts v. Iran 
59Schreuer Exp, p.14 
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United Nations Conference on Trade and Development has characterized this type of 

expropriation as:  

“carried out by a series of acts over a period of time. Any of these acts taken in 

isolation may appear to be legitimate regulatory actions, but ultimately their 

cumulative effect is to destroy substantially the value of an investment. In that 

situation BITs generally regard an investment as having been expropriated.”60  

128. The declarations of the defense analyst, the omission of notifying the agenda of the meeting, 

the enforcement of the buyout provision without the necessary quorum, and finally the 

expulsion and deportation of Claimant’s personnel resulted on the expropriation of 

Claimant’s investment.  None of the acts may be seen as expropriatory per se but together 

they result in a deprivation of property rights. That is precisely what was settled ruled on 

Phillips Petroleum v Iran in which the Tribunal stated:  

“The conclusion that the Claimant was deprived of its […]rests on a series of 
concrete actions rather than any particular formal decree, as the formal acts 
merely ratified and legitimized the existing state of affairs. … in circumstances 
where the taking is through a chain of events, the taking will not necessarily be 
found to have occurred at the time of either the first or the last such event, but 
rather when the interference has deprived the Claimant of fundamental rights of 
ownership and such deprivation is “not merely ephemeral”, or when it becomes 
an irreversible deprivation”.”61  

129. According to CME v Czech Republic a creeping expropriation may arise either from actions 

or omissions, since it makes no difference, if a deprivation has occurred62. In the case that 

interests us the declarations of the government’s functionary harm the investment by 

attributing negative reputation to Claimant, moreover it was the denotation of the series of 

acts that amounted to an expropriation. Additionally the omission of notifying the agenda of 

the meeting does not deprived the Claimant of the control or enjoyment of Sat-Connect’s 

shares by avoiding Claimant from defending and exercising the right of vote, this meeting is 

                                                             
60 See. UNCTAD, 1998  
61 Phillips Petroleum v. Iran, para. 100.  
62 CME v Czech Republic. Legal Authority 125. 
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should be declared as null as well as the effect of the buyout provision enforcement due to 

Beristan’s domestic law. Moreover, the breach of the JVA by an improper invoking of clause 

8 caused the economical loss over the shares, however, the act by itself is not expropriatory 

inasmuch as Claimant still possessed  the ownership, partial physical control, and the 

possibility and right of presenting an objection against the decision in the BOD reunion, 

furthermore inclusively the opportunity of asking a nullity of the meeting due the fact that 

domestic law was violated; finally, the expulsion and deportation of the personnel as a result 

of the enforcement of the buyout provision, resulted in an expropriation given that at that 

moment the control and enjoyment were lost without a possibility of gaining it back.  

130. All of these various measures and omissions had the cumulative effect of an expropriation if 

seen as a chain of events.63  

c. The expropriation of Claimant’s property is unlawful 

131. The expropriation over Claimant’s property was unlawful. The Beristan- Opulentia BIT 

prescribes four circumstances under which an expropriation may be considered as lawful: 1. 

Public purpose or national interests 2. immediate full and effective compensation, 3. non 

discriminatory basis, and 4. in conformity with legal provisions and procedures.64 It will be 

proven that public interest requirement, neither the compensation, nor the legal procedure has 

been satisfied. 

i. The actions of Respondent are not pursuing a public purpose but rather an 

economic benefit.  

132. The creeping expropriation over Claimant’s shares does not respond to a public purpose or 

national interest since a State of Necessity never occurred as it will proven on part two, The 

real motive for the expropriation was to gain full control and enjoyment on Sat-Connect and 

to take advantage of the technology developed by the Claimant. Moreover, it is important to 

remember that according to Dolzer:  

                                                             
63 Reinisch, p.21 
64 Article 4 (2) of the BIT 
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“… the more recent jurisprudence of arbitral tribunals reveals a remarkable 
tendency to shift the focus of the analysis away from the context and the purpose 
and focus more heavily on the effects of the owner.”65 

A State objective must be the well being of the citizens prioritizing common interests and 

must not pursue lucrative interests. Consequently, the purpose for expropriating Claimants 

investment does not fulfill the requirement of public purpose.  

ii. Compensation given by Respondent was not full  

133. Claimant did not receive a proper compensation for the expropriation. Article 4 of the BIT 

guarantees a full and effective compensation equivalent to real market value at the moment of 

the expropriation that includes interests calculated on a six month LIBOR. Respondent 

intended to pay an amount of $47 million which represents only the monetary investment on 

Sat-Connect, disregarding the value of intellectual property, interests, and the going concern 

and other assets. In summary Respondent has failed to provide a full compensation because 

the $47 million paid on an escrow account does not respond to the fair market value of the 

investment and does not cover the totality; therefore the compensation is not full.  

iii. The expropriation was not in conformity with Respondent’s legal procedure 

134. Respondent failed to observe the procedural framework of the domestic law. In a general 

scope the expropriation did not follow any legal process. Moreover, specifically processes 

such as the meeting which did not followed with the norm that stated a 24 hour prior notice 

about the content to be treated by the BOD. The enforcement of the buyout provision was not 

in conformity with the contract since no information was leaked, meaning it is unlawful.  

“The need for an “orderly process” of government and respect for the rule of law 
as a protection against the danger of favoring or disproportionally  burdening one 
or the other segment of society may underlie this trend to require a fair process of 
decision-making in the context of the law governing regulation and 
expropriation.”66 

                                                             
65 Schreuer Exp, p.38 
66 Dolzer, p.75 
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4. Respondent has breached the Contract 

135. Respondent materially breached the JVA by preventing Claimant from completing its 

contract duties and improperly invoking clause 8.  

136. Respondent accused Claimant of materially breaching clause 4 of the JVA that prescribes: 

all information relating to Sat-Connect shall be confidential, meaning that an enforcement of 

clause 8 of the same instrument is legitimate. If Claimant never leaked any information to its 

State then Clause 8 cannot be enforced67. The rumored spread by newspaper that didn’t have 

a reliable source was never proved. Thus there was no material breach of clause 4 of the JVA 

that could justify an enforcement of clause 8 of the contract.  

137. According to Article 1.7 of the UNIDROIT Principles, the contractual parties shall at all 

times observe and act under the principle of Good Faith. In the present case, said principle is 

violated since Respondent enforced the buyout provision despite a material breach of clause 4 

was never proved. One of the applications of the principle of good faith is precisely the abuse 

of rights. The buyout provision is a right foreseen in the contract and it can only be exercised 

if Claimant violates the JVA.  Using a right with the only purpose of damaging the other 

party is an abusive behavior contrary to Good Faith. In the present case Respondent is not 

only abusing but rather improperly invoking clause 8 of the contract. The only objective was 

to gain total control of the investment.  

138. Moreover article 4.1 of the UNIDROIT Principles establishes: “(1) A contract should be 

interpreted according to the common intentions of the parties. (2) If such an intention cannot 

be established, the contract shall be interpreted according to the meaning that reasonable 

person of the same kind as the parties would give to it in the same circumstances.” It is 

reasonable to conclude that clause 8 of the JVA cannot be enforced by Beritech only with an 

allegation of a breach in the contract. Is unthinkable to believe that Claimant agreed to sign a 

contract where a clause of such nature and importance may be enforced by the only discretion 
                                                             
67 Uncontested facts 8 
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of Beritech. The reasonable interpretation is that the buyout provision can only be enforced 

after a due process where Beritech demonstrates the violation of the contract. Otherwise a 

complete legal insecurity would embrace the contract. 

139. Additionally the entire process of the buyout provision has a vice of nullity since the 

notification of the agenda was never issued to the members of the BOD appointed by 

Claimant and the voting process did not have the necessary quorum. 

140. In conclusion the ICSID Tribunal must rule that Respondent violated the JVA by wrongfully 

applying clause 8 of the contract when there was not a material breach from the Claimants 

part. Therefore, fail to guarantee the obligation assumed in the contract and at the same time 

violated article 10 of the BIT.   

5. Respondent is responsible for its wrongful acts 

141. Article 1 of the ILC Articles states: “Every internationally wrongful act of a State entails the 

international responsibility of that State.” The responsibility of a State consists in the 

compensation of the damages caused by this kind of actions. According to Article 2 of the 

same instrument, an internationally wrongful act consists in a conduct attributable to the State 

under International Law and a breach of an international obligation.  

142. In the present dispute the pronouncement of the defense analyst, the omission of notifying 

the content of the BOD reunion, the enforcement of the buyout provision, and the expulsion 

and evacuation of Claimant’s personnel constitute wrongful acts attributable to Respondent. 

The second element, a breach of International Law according to article 12 of the ILC Articles 

occurred when “an act of that State is not in conformity with what is required of it by that 

obligation regardless of its origin or character.”   Respondent breached its international 

obligation contracted in the BIT by failing to comply with FET, taking unjustified or 

discriminatory measures against Claimant, expropriating its investment, and disrespecting the 

umbrella clause foreseen in article 10 of the BIT by improperly invoking of clause 8 of the 

contract.  
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143. In conclusion, the two elements for a wrongful act have been meat; therefore, Respondent is 

responsible under International Law and must compensate Claimant for the impaired 

damages.  

1.State of necessity invoked by the Respondent 

144. Respondent argues that since a leak of information has happened, a State of necessity may 

be invoked in order to safeguard national security; as a result, all its wrongful acts are 

precluded, having no responsibility.  

145. Article 25 of the ILC Articles states: “1. Necessity may not be invoked by a State as a 

ground for precluding the wrongfulness of an act not in conformity with an international 

obligation of that State unless the act: (a) Is the only way for the Sate to safeguard an 

essential interest against a grave and imminent peril; and (b) Does not seriously impair and 

essential interest of the State or States towards which the obligation exists, or the 

international community as a whole.” Even though national security is an essential interest, 

there is no grave or imminent peril inasmuch as no leak of information has occurred.  

146. An imminent peril requires an immediate remedy from the host State, otherwise, the damage 

may not be avoided. For which there seems to be an inconsistency regarding the supposed 

National Security peril and Respondents late actions to mitigate it.  The fact is national 

security was never threatened and there was no imminent peril, that is precisely why 

Respondent could afford to wait 30 days before taking actions and no damage was presented.  

2. Conclusion of Respondent’s responsibility 

147. An international wrongful act exists due to the fact that attribution and a violation of an 

international obligation have been found. This measure is not precluded since there is not a 

state of necessity due to the lack of an imminent peril. As a consequence Respondent is 

responsible for its internationally wrongful act.  
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D. Conclusions on Merits 

148. Respondent has breached its international obligations by failing to accord FET, by taking 

unjustified measures against Claimant, and by unlawfully expropriating Claimant’s 

investment. Respondent has also failed to comply with the contract, fact which allows 

Claimant to invoke the umbrella clause. Thus, Claimant is entitled to a full and proper 

compensation.    
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CLAIMANT’S RIGHT TO COMPENSATION 

A. Right to a proper compensation 

149. Claimant requests a monetary compensation since other kind of remedies is neither possible 

nor convenient in the present dispute.  

150. Article 4 (3) of the BIT prescribes that a compensation is full when it is equal to the market 

value need at the moment of the expropriation. Interest should be calculated on a six month 

LIBOR basis from the date of the expropriation. When a failure to reach an agreement 

between the parties, the contracting party having responsibility the amount of the 

compensation shall be calculated following the settlement of dispute procedure provided by 

this BIT.   

151. The market based valuations, as the provision in the present BIT, take in consideration the 

amount a third would be willing to pay for the investment,  

“the reference of an hypothetical buyer makes it clear that the value of the 
property is not to be determine from a subjective perspective,…, but from the 
perspective of a third person who is no directly involved in the transaction”68.  

This obviously includes the investment itself, the $47 million, intellectual property of 

$100 million; and the possible profit that it would generate in time. A reasonable investor 

would never sell its investment in less amount of money than the one actually spent; 

unless, bankruptcy has occurred or that any external factor has affected in such a manner 

that the investment is not longer rentable. In the present dispute neither of these elements 

have occurred. Except for respondent’s action but Respondent must be liable for the 

damages. 

152. Another relevant element in compensation is the time and date that is going to be considered 

in the market value. The date that has to be considered in order for expropriation shall be the 

                                                             
68 Marboe, cited by Walde & Sabahi, p.14. 
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date before the newspaper article was published inasmuch as that subsequent to this date the 

investment started to lose value.   

153. Finally the interest shall be considered since the date of the expropriation, 11 September 

2009, and the violations of the other standards as prescribe in the BIT. 
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Part III  

REQUEST FOR RELIEF 

154. Respondent requests from this Tribunal the following relief: 

a. For the Tribunal to declare it has jurisdiction over the present dispute, not only over 

the treaty claims, but over the contract claims as well. 

b. For the tribunal to find Respondent liable for all the breaches of Claimant’s rights, 

under international law and under the contract. 

c.  An award on damages for all the damages caused by Respondent. 

d. An order that Respondent pay for the costs of the arbitration, including the fees of 

Claimants counsel. 

e. Any other form of relief that the tribunal deems just and necessary. 

 

 

 

Sincerely, 

Submitted on 19 September 2010 by 

El-Erian 

On behalf of Claimant 

TELEVATIVE inc. 


